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INTRODUCTION
In 1955 a committee of the Division of Cataloging and Classification of
the American Library Association now the Cataloging and Classification Section
of the Resources and Technical Services Division, hereafter referred to as
RTSD, distributed a questionnaire to nearly one hundred research libraries in
an effort to gather information concerning the policies governing technical
services operations and the ways in which these policies were implemented in
practice.
The Committee's goal had been to indentify significant trends, and in
this respect it achieved some measure of success. The survey clearly under-
scored the fact that librarians fully recognize the need for effective com-
munication, coordination and cooperation among technical services operating
units. The respondents reported a variety of measures that had been taken
to develop effective programs.
Based on the data collected, the Committee made a number of general
recommendations: development of a single-order multiform that could be
used by many libraries; formulation of a single written policy statement
to govern over-alltechnical services operations; initiation of studies
aimed at improving and extending training and utilization of personnel;
examination of the effectiveness of the coordinated searching and catalog-
ing procedures reported by several libraries. Further, the Committee
recommended that steps be taken to evaluate centralized procedures such as
ordering, cataloging and catalog card production. They also recommended a
study to assess the value of a single form for processing newly acquired
materials that had been reported by a few libraries. And finally the Com-
mittee suggested that records commonly associated with acquistions work
could be made more responsive to service requests through consolidation.
Ten years having passed since the original survey, the Executive Board
of RTSD in 1964 decided that it was time to institute a follow-up study de-
signed not as a mere updating of the earlier inquiry, but rather as a more
entensive and profound examination of developments in the light of increased
service pressures, growing costs, and the influence of machine technology on
library technical operations. Additionally, the survey would seek to deter-
mine the effect, if any, of the 1955 recommendations, and to what extent they
may have been accepted and put into practice.
Shachtman,Bella E., ed."Technical Services: Policy, Organization and
Coordination," Journal of Cataloging & Classification, ll:61-ll4,
April 1955.
The present Committee soon learned that the task of documenting the devel-
opments of the last ten years was to be a formidable assignment. In some respects
it has proved to be impossible; for example, in some libraries, the respondents
had only the vaguest notion of the data when changes were instituted, sometimes
because those answering the questionnaire had only recently joined the staff,
sometimes because only fragmentary records still existed. Because of these and
other problems, the Committee decided to concentrate on surveying current devel-
opments, including new and novel methods, forms, and equipment, and whenever
possible, to identify emerging trends. To bring the 1955 survey up to date would
be attempted whenever the data permitted, but it was not to be the principal
objective. After considerable discussion the Committee agreed upon an open-end
questionnaire, since the primary purpose of the survey was to identify trends
(see Appendix A for questionnaire), but this decision was not easily reached.
The Committee vacillated because it believed that the open-end questionnaire
would be more difficult for respondents to complete as well as more arduous to
tabulate and evaluate (which turned out to be a masterpiece of understatement).
On the other hand, the Committee believed that each library should feel free to
report what it felt to be novel and significant developments, and this end would
be enhanced by an open-end questionnaire rather than by one which might reflect
the personal experiences and biases of the Committee members.
If reliable statistical data could have been collected, the Committee
would have selected the closed-end form of questionnaire as the data gather-
ing tool, but despite the abundance of data available to the profession, very
little, unfortunately, is comparable. The most basic problem was a lack of
standard definitions. A definition of "pre-cataloging," for example, was in-
cluded in the preliminary matter of the questionnaire.. Nevertheless, it was
still possible to distinguish three distinct interpretations, but it was not
always possible to identify the category to which a particular response be-
longed. (Precataloging is discussed in greater detail later on in the survey.)
Even the general term "preparations" proved ambiguous in more than one instance.
Several libraries use this term to embrace all technical services operations,
while other libraries use it to denote functions which relate solely to labeling
of spines, pasting of slips, gluing of book pockets, etc.
The 1955 Committee reported the same difficulty. To minimize the problem,
the original Committee had employed a number of standard definitions. The same
definitions, with the addition of a fourth term, were used in the present ques-
tionnaire :
"Technical Services - 'Those units of activity which are responsible
for the acquiring, recording and organizing, reproducing, preparing
for use and preserving of materials' (Supplied by Maurice F. Tauber)
Public Services - All other units of activity.
Operating Unit - An organized body within the framework of the institu-
tion which carries out prescribed functions for the institution."
.[i.e., division, department, section, units, etc.] 2
Shachtman, op. cit., p. 61.
Precataloging - A comprehensive term covering any activity pre-
paratory to actual cataloging may include searching and record-
ing of any pertinent data concerning main or added entries,
subjects, series, etc. May also include preparation of descrip-
tive cataloging copy.
As already mentioned, most of the data collected is not realistically
comparable; as a consequence, statistical measures such as percentages and
averages have been eschewed whenever possible. If a number of libraries
reported adoption of a similar policy or procedure, the Committee inter-
preted this to mean only that the responses evidenced similar patterns of
interest. The Committee specifically requested respondents to report on
projects and policies that failed, but only one library noted a failure.
In retrospect, the Committee would have been wiser to include one question
devoted to failures.
The Committee believes that the fundamental weakness of this survey,
as well as of similar undertakings, is the inability to evaluate the
effectiveness of the procedures and methods described by respondents. It
does not necessarily follow that because a policy, an organizational pat-
tern, or a new procedure is used by thirty or forty libraries it is more
effective than, or even as effective as, an alternative method reported
by a few libraries.
The questionnaire was distributed to eighty libraries, including the
membership of ARL and a selected group of large public libraries that had
been included in the 1955 survey. Of the libraries queried, sixty-nine
responded; three libraries declined to participate, one on the grounds
that it was atypical, while another cited the questionnaire as being un-
answerable, and a third reported itself to be in the throes of complete
reorganization with all key personnel being new. In all, sixty-three
libraries (79 percent) returned questionnaires containing usable data.
The names of the participants are listed in Appendix B.
POLICIES
The survey ten years ago found that very few libraries had developed
a written policy to govern the over-all operations of technical services.
The same can be said ten years later. Of the sixty-three libraries that
responded to the question only seven reported a written document. One of
these stated its policy as follows:
"Technical Services Division - (1) Recommends policy on scope and
coverage of the collection, (2) acquires and catalogs materials
for the collections, and (3) develops and maintains national and
international publication exchange relationships."
Fifty-nine respondents, which includes three of those who reported the
existence of a written policy, reported at least one method used to derive
policies and implement them. These comprised four categories: (1) written
documents other than formal statements, (2) permanent standing comittees,
(3) ad hoc committees or groups meeting only occasionally, and (4) special
investigations. The following data summarize the types of documents used
to record written policies:
Number of Libraries
Written Documents Reporting
Executive Orders (memos from directors 5
or other general administrators)
Official Minutes of Administrative Meetings 2
Manuals of Policies and Procedures:
General 1
Departmental 25
Staff Bulletins 2
Special Reports 6
Although most libraries did not mention memos as being a medium for
transmitting policy decisions, it is difficult to imagine a library that
does not use memoranda for this purpose. Departmental manuals were most
frequently cited as a medium for recording policy decisions. To judge
from the few samples submitted,these manuals include a mixture of proce-
dures as well as policies. Two libraries reported the use of staff bulle-
tins, but a perusal of the literature indicates that this medium is more
relied upon than the survey would indicate.
Most libraries apparently employ the committee technique to formulate
overall technical services policies. Both standing and ad hoc committees
appear to play important roles. Unfortunately, it was not always possible
to distinguish between the two categories from the responses. The follow-
ing information was supplied:
Number of Libraries
Name of Group Reporting
Administrative Councils 16
Processing Committees 3
Advisory Committees 1
Department Heads jointly with top executives 24
Department Heads 31
Interdepartmental Meetings 1
Intradepartmental Meetings
5General Staff Meetings 2
Informal Ad Hoc Meetings 1
It would appear from the responses that there are three types of
committee functioning although there certainly must be substantial over-
lap. First is the general administrative council usually composed of
upper-level library administrators. Second are department level meetings
held in conjunction with one or more of the top administrators, frequently
an assistant director for technical services or an associate director.
Third are the committees comprised solely of department heads. No mention
was made in the responses, but it is unlikely that department heads would
establish over-all policies independently; therefore, the role of committees
at this level is probably primarily advisory.
Investigations, conducted by individuals (administrators, staff mem-
bers, or systems analysts) or special committees, were cited as a source
of data for policy formulations. Seven libraries reported that their chief
executives, either alone or in conjunction with a department head, con-
ducted investigations of problems related to technical services. The ma-
jority (eighteen), however, that reported the use of the investigative
technique, stated that special ad hoc committees were appointed to tackle
specific problems as they arose. From the number reporting organization
of a data processing section, it is probable that a number of libraries
are now employing systems analysts as investigators.
In summary, it can be said that little has changed since the 1955
survey. The primary means of formulating policies are still departmental
manuals, meetings of department heads with top level administrators, and
special committees. If there has been any change, it would be in the
greater utilization of staff specialists, i.e., systems analysts who
specialize in working either for the director, an associate, or a divisional
chief to gather data to be used in policy formulation. Several libraries
reported that committees had been organized to advise on problems relating
to automation in order to improve the climate for cooperation and coordina-
tion by encouraging group investigations and evaluations.
ORGANIZATION OF TECHNICAL SERVICES
Administrative Organization
In 1955 the Committee attempted to compare the effectiveness of two
basic organizational patterns known to exist in large libraries; that is,
a technical services division (preparations division, technical processing
division, etc.) and the common pattern of two departments, acquisitions
and cataloging, responsible to the director of libraries or to an associate
director. An issue of a decade ago was centered on the respective merits
of these two patterns. Was the technical services division affording a
6more effective organization for coordinating processing operations and
effecting coordination between processing and public services units by
the introduction of a specialized administrator, or had this change merely
added a new level to the administrative hierarchy? The results of the 1955
survey were by and large inconclusive. The Committee observed it was obvi-
ous that even more important than the organizational structure was the
attitude of the persons involved. It is likely that this observation is
still valid.
In the Committee's view, it is not enough to substitute a head of
technical services for an associate director and conclude that the basic
organizational pattern has been changed, if the administrative hierarchy
below the head of technical services remains unchanged. This is not to
imply, however, that as libraries become increasingly complex additional
administrative levels are not warranted. It was not too many years ago
when a library's director reported directly to the institution's president,
but this director contact has become a rarity; the librarian's immediate
supervisor is usually now a vice-president or the dean of faculties. The
Committee decided to ignore the identity of the administrator responsible
for technical services units and to concentrate on the organizational re-
lationships of the units themselves. The questionnaire did not request
libraries to indicate whether or not they were a technical services type
library or a non-technical services library. Instead, the answers to
Question One were used to reconstruct the organizational pattern of each
library.
Five different organizational patterns could be identified from the
data:
1. The traditional pattern with the head of cataloging and acquisi-
tions reporting to the library director.
2. Introduction of an associate librarian who acts as a buffer
between the director and the department heads.
3. Addition of a division level administrator to supervise the
technical service units. The divisional chief many report
either to the director or to an associate. When the divisional
chief reports to the associate, the department heads become
twice removed from the library director.
84. Up to this point the changes have involved top administrators
only; the basic organization below the department head level
has remained static. Some libraries have altered the pattern
by establishing independent serials departments. In the tra-
ditional organization, the functions normally associated with
serial work are split between acquisitions and cataloging.
5. The establishment of a group of specialized units all reporting
to one supervisor represents a shift from the traditional
patterns. The names and functions of these units differ from
institution to institution. One example is noted below. This
is the pattern the Committee defined as being truly a "technical
services" organization.
The surveyors in 1955 often found it difficult to determine from the-
responses whether or not a library could be classified as a technical ser-
vices or a non-technical services organized library. As one committee member
at the time observed: "The more I look at the charts and the details of the
questionnaire, the more I become convinced that libraries don't know whether
they have a technical services library or not."
Could be either a division level administrator or an associate director.
9This observation still appears to be pertinent ten years later. The
confusion which still exists can be illustrated by comparing the job title
of the person reported to be in charge of technical service functions with
the library's organizational pattern. Of the thirty-two libraries that
reported a director of technical services or an assistant director of tech-
nical services, fourteen actually have retained the traditional acquisitions-
cataloging pattern while eighteen have evolved differing patterns. On the
other hand, of the twenty libraries that did not report a divisional chief,
thirteen have retained the acquisitions-cataloging pattern, but seven libraries
could be classed as technical services libraries. Finally, of the eleven
libraries in which the technical services administrator reports directly to
the top administrator, nine have retained the acquisitions-cataloging pattern,
but only two libraries could be classified as technical services type libra-
ries.
Of the sixty-three libraries responding to Question One, thirty-eight
still retain the acquisitions-cataloging departmental organization while twenty-
five have developed different patterns. It was not possible to evaluate the
effectiveness of any of the reported patterns.
Libraries that have introduced a divisional chief without reorganizing at
or below the department level (which results in a very narrow span of control,
sometimes as few as two) may find this arrangement detrimental to effective
administration. It leaves most responsibilities concentrated with two depart-
ment heads and tends in effect to reduce the division chief to a coordinator
rather than a line officer. On the other hand, those libraries that have in-
creased the division chief's span of control by establishing additional operat-
ing units, as illustrated by pattern 5 above, have complicated coordination
problems because of the added units. Whether or not the aforementioned are
compensatory drawbacks remains unresolved. The most effective organizational
pattern is probably still most dependent on human talents and frailities; in
other words, what will work in one library may not work in another.
The Committee next examined the organization of libraries that reported
a reorganization. Evidence indicated that a possible trend toward the technical
services type of organization may have begun to emerge. However, only half of
the libraries have adopted the technical services pattern although, as might
be expected, most of them did appoint one over-alltechnical services administrator;
e.g., Head, Technical Services, Assistant Director for Technical Services, etc.
Respondents were also requested to supply dates if a change took place
after 1955. Six libraries supplied no dates and four reported no changes since
1955. The data are summarized in Table 1 below:
Most reorganizations have occurred since 1960 with the majority taking
place in the last three years. Fifty-three libraries have instituted reorgan-
izational changes, but many of these have been confined to one or more functions
within a single department. Only twelve libraries reported they had overhauled
or were currently engaged in overhauling all technical services units.
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TABLE 1
Reorganization of Functions - 1955 through 1965
Year of Reorganization
Function
Binding and Repair
Book Preparation
Book Selection
Bookkeeping
Catalog Card Preparation
Catalog Maintenance
Cataloging -
1. Descriptive
Subjects/
Classification
2. Precataloging
3. Duplicates
4. Exchanges
5. Gifts
Ordering
Preorder Searching
Photoduplication
Serials -
1. Acquisitions
2. Binding
Specifications
3. Cataloging
4. Check Receipt
of Serials
5. Serials Payment
1955-59
8
8
5
3
8
4
6
7
5
5
3
4
6
6
8
8
3
6
1960-62
2
6
3
2
5
5
3
2
3
1
0
0
1
6
3
3
3
4
4 3
1963-65
14
11
15
12
12
10
8
13
8
11
13
10
18
17
14
13
13
12
14
Number of Libraries
No Dates Reporting
Reported No Changes
9 20
8 20
13 17
12 25
7 21
8 26
29
9
12
9
11
10
9
15
11
10
11
10
14
30
25
27
26
29
18
9
16
19
23
21
11
Work Functions
Book Selection. Libraries were asked to identify the operating units that
performed functions usually associated with technical services work. They were
also requested to indicate to whom these units reported. In answer to the
question, "What unit or who was responsible for book selection in the library?"
Sixty libraries replied as follows:
Number of Libraries
Unit or Person Responsible Reporting
Faculty and Library Staff 22
Book Selection Department 7
Book Selection Department and Special Bibliographers 2
Public Service Units 1
Bibliographic Staff and Public Service Librarians 4
Faculty and Acquisitions Staff 3
Faculty and Library Staff Including Bibliographers 7
Faculty and Divisional Librarians 3
Faculty, Public Service Librarians, Acquisitions 5
Department, and other Staff Members
Faculty and Bibliographic Staff 1
Faculty 1
Acquisitions Department Staff 4
One can conclude from the data supplied that library staffs are playing
a prominent role in building research library collections. Most of the
libraries reporting a book selection department, as might be expected, were
public libraries, but the presence of a unit specifically organized for build-
ing the collection was reported by other kinds of libraries, too. There
seems to be some general movement toward placing greater reliance on special-
ized bibliographic staff. Fifteen libraries used, in one way or another, the
term "bibliographers" for participants in the selection process. Also signif-
icant was the fact that in only one response was the library staff explicitly
excluded from the selection process.
In many institutions the base of selection is broadening. The increased
participation may on the one hand foster cooperation among departments and
librarians within a system, and on the other, by increasing the number of
participants, pose new problems of coordination.
Precataloging. The Committee in 1955 queried libraries as to whether
preliminary cataloging routines had been established. Twenty libraries re-
ported some type of precataloging, and twenty-seven indicated precataloging
routines. Of the twenty that reported preliminary cataloging, additional
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information indicated that precataloging activities described by seven of the
twenty libraries were the same as preorder work reported by other libraries.
More than one library questioned the value of preliminary cataloging,
In order to examine recent developments, libraries were again queried on
the matter of precataloging. Although the responses did not settle the question
of its value, precataloging evidently is becoming more popular. As the follow-
ing data indicates, twenty-three libraries have organized units to perform
precataloging.
Number of Libraries
Unit Performing Function Reporting
Catalog Department (searching unit) 11
Acquisitions Department (searching unit) 9
Cataloging, Acquisitions and Serials 1
Public Service Units 1
Independent Searching Unit (for all bibliographic searching) 1
Twenty-four libraries reported that precataloging is performed by the
Catalog Department, although there was no indication whether or not a special
unit has been organized. Five indicated that precataloging is done by
Acquisitions and Cataloging, although not necessarily by a special unit, and
nine libraries did not report a precataloging unit.
As stated earlier, the lack of a standard definition of "precataloging"
had proven to be a stumbling block to the 1955 surveyors. To overcome this
shortcoming, a definition was developed for this survey; nevertheless, the
variety of responses revealed several interpretations. In addition to the
definition developed by the Committee, that is, "a procedure(s) intended to
bring together bibliographic data preliminary to cataloging," some libraries
appear to include precataloging as part of preorder searchings, others as
part of the LC catalog copy searching procedure once a title has been acquired.
Because of the ambiguities, it is difficult to state firmly how many
libraries have developed preliminary cataloging procedures. However, in
another question which asked libraries to outline efforts taken to improve
utilization of personnel, several libraries reported an increase in pre-
cataloging activity. This has been interpreted to mean that at least the
precataloging concept is being accepted by more libraries.
The report of one independent searching unit as yet does not point to
a significant trend, but another library reported a similar unit in the
planning stage. From the descriptions, it would appear that these units
will be responsible for all functions normally associated with bibliographic
searching, including preorder work, researching, copy searching and precata-
loging. This new approach appears to be an attempt to concentrate related
functions into a single unit in order to minimize undesirable duplication of
effort between operating units.
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Preorder Searching. Much of what already has been said about pre-
cataloging pertains equally to preorder searching. Of the libraries re-
sponding to this question, thirty reported that preorder searching was
performed by acquisitions, twenty-three reported a split between order and
serials, and one library reported that searching was performed by the cata-
loging department. Three libraries indicated that searching was split be-
tween public services and technical services although none elaborated on the
scope of either unit's responsibilities. Three libraries noted that all
preorder searching was the responsibility of various public service units.
Significantly, three libraries reported that preorder searching was
performed by an independent searching unit. Two of three had already
reported the existence of this unit in connection with precataloging, but
the third library had not mentioned precataloging.
As with precataloging, the fundamental imponderable seems to be, "Which
organizational pattern produces the most effective cooperation and coordin-
ation among units?" The last ten years have not produced a clear-cut pref-
erence. Only ten of the libraries that indicated an organizational change
now employ single searching units. It was not possible to reconstruct the
organizational pattern from the other responses.
Photoreproduction. Photoreproduction techniques have had a dramatic
impact on library operations. Thirty of the respondents reported a change
in organization. In answer to the question, "What is the name of the unit
that performs the function?" the following information was supplied:
Number of Libraries
Unit Performing Function Reporting
Technical Services 3
Public Services 3
Circulation 3
Public Service and Technical Services (two units) 4
Independent Operating Unit 38
No Organized Unit 6
Unit not Identified 5
Photoreproduction units are known under a variety of names, for example,
Photoduplication Division (or Unit), Audiovisual Unit, Photographic Services,
Photocopy Services, Newspaper and Microphotography Unit, Microtext and Dup-
lication Service, Microreproduction Lab, Microfilming and Technical Infor-
mation Services, Microcopy Lab, Duplicating Department, Copying Service,
Xerox Room, etc. Most libraries, however, have selected the name Photodup-
lication or Photographic Services Units.
From the foregoing data, the Committee was ready to conclude that the
majority of libraries had established independent photoreproduction units
separated both from public services and technical services, but in response
to the question asking to whom the photoreproduction units report, eleven
libraries indicated subordination to a technical services official.
Number of Libraries
Title of Responsible Official Reporting
Technical Services:
Head Cataloger 2
Head, Technical Services 4
Head, Acquisitions (Order) 4
Head, Serials 1
Public Services:
Assistant Chief, Lending Division 1
Head, Reference 2
Assistant Director for Public Services 2
Two Units: Public Services and Technical Services:
Head, Serials and Head, Acquisitions 1
Head, Technical Services and Director of Library 1
Head, Reference and Head, Purchasing 1
Head, Circulation and Head, Reference 1
Head, Circulation 3
Independent Operating Units:
Assistant to the Director 4
Assistant Librarian 7
Director of Libraries 3
Assistant University Librarian 4
Business Manager 1
Head, Administrative Services 1
Administration not part of Library
Administration 2
Not identified 8
Most libraries stated that the photoreproduction chief reported directly
to a general administrator. However, the Committee was surprised to learn
that four libraries reported that the unit chief was directly responsible to
an Assistant to the Director. The title "Assistant to" usually implies a
staff specialist, i.e., an advisor rather than a line official. Could it be
that libraries are gradually absorbing staff officials into the "chain of
command"? If so, is this due to proliferating administration pressures or
does it reflect promotions to able people, or both? What effect is this
likely to have on their roles as advisors?
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Serials. Analysis of the data on the organization of functions related
to serials work proved to be singularly difficult and not very rewarding.
Respondents were queried on the organization of five functions: acquisitions,
checking-in, payment, cataloging, and formulation of binding specifications.
Again the lack of standard terms proved a bugaboo; moreover, the questionnaire
failed to define adequately what was intended by the terms "serials acqui-
sitions" and "binding specifications." Consequently a variety of interpre-
tations resulted. For example, some libraries read "serials acquisitions" to
mean the selection process, others the processes directly related to ordering.
The latter had been the meaning the Committee had intended to convey. This
lack of conformity in terminology makes any but the broadest type of general-
ization meaningless.
1. Acquisitions. The majority of libraries reported that serials ac-
quisitions work was performed within a larger unit. The most commonly cited
were order departments and acquisition departments. Seventeen libraries
reported that this type of work was performed in units other than acquisi-
tions or order. However, it is probable that some of the units cited as
being independent are actually parts of larger operating units. This view
is supported by the responses to another question. Only eleven libraries
reported the existence of an independently administered serials department.
Number of Libraries
Unit Performing Function Reporting
Order Department 19
Serials (Acquisitions Department) 19
Serials (Independent Unit) 17
Book Selection Department 5
Serial Bibliographers 2
Serial Acquisitions Section 1
As can be seen from the responses a number of libraries interpreted
"acquisitions" to mean selection. If this were generally true, which is
doubtful, it would mean that technical service operating units are primarily
responsible for the selection of serial-type materials.
2. Checking-in. It would appear that technical services are responsi-
ble for maintaining the official checking-in records. It would be interesting
to know how often and to what extent these records are duplicated by public
service operating units. The pattern reported is similar to the one reported
for acquisitions work:
Number of Libraries
Unit Performing Function Reporting
General Bookkeeper 31
Serials (Acquisitions Department) 23
Records not maintained in library 1
Not reported 1
4. Cataloging. Serials cataloging seems to have been most immune to
reorganization. Most libraries still assign the work of serials cataloging
to the cataloging department. The following information was supplied.
Number of Libraries
Name of Unit Reporting
Cataloging 51
Serials (independent) 11
Acquisitions (Serials Unit) 1
5. Binding Specifications. The Committee was try to learn who or
what unit was responsible for deciding the manner in which a serial is to be
bound, i.e., placement of title page indexes, indexes, inclusion or exclusion
of ads and covers, choice of binding material, color of binding, etc. However,
from the responses it was not always possible to know whether the respondents
were referring to specification formulation or preparation procedures.
Number of Libraries
Unit Performing Function Reporting
Binding (No indication or organizational
relationship) 1
Serials 17
Acquisitions 8
Serials and Binding (Acquisitions Department) 13
Bindery Preparation (reports directly to a
Divisional Head, either
Public Services or Technical
Services) 2
Catalog department 9
Branches or subject division libraries 3
6. Administrative Organization of Serials Units. From responses to the
question of who administers serials work, four general administrative patterns
emerged.
Number of Libraries
Title of Responsible Person Reporting
Centralized Administration:
Serials 11
Decentralized Administration:
Acquisition and Cataloging 27
Acquisition, Cataloging, and Binding 7
Acquisitions, Cataloging, and
Technical Service Chief 2
Acquisitions, Cataloging, and
lwOrary Director
17
Acquisitions, Cataloging and
Circulation 2
Acquisitions, Cataloging, and
Accounting 2
Director of Processing, Associate
Director, and Reference 1
Acquisitions, Cataloging, Business
Manager, and Binding 3
Not clear 7
First, serials functions are grouped within acquisitions with the ex-
ception of cataloging, which remains the responsibility of the cataloging
department. Second, a serials unit independent of acquisitions is organized,
but cataloging remains within the province of the cataloging department.
Third, all functions related to serials work are centralized within one oper-
ating unit. (All of the libraries that reported this pattern could also be
classified as technical service division libraries.) Fourth, are libraries
that have decentralized serials work and its administration among more than
one unit.
Other Functions. In addition to the activities already discussed, the
Committee inquired into the organization of other work, including binding and
repair, book preparation, bookkeeping, catalog card reproduction, catalog
maintenance, cataloging (descriptive cataloging and subject classification),
gifts, exchanges, duplicates and ordering. The responses were pretty much
as expected. For example, in most libraries, binding and repair, book prep-
aration, catalog card production and catalog maintenance are administratively
attached to cataloging departments. The only noticeable exceptions were those
libraries that have developed a divisional organization, in which case a unit
head might report directly to a division chief instead of a department head.
Gifts, exchanges and duplicate units were usually grouped under the
administrative wing of acquisitions or serials. These two patterns are
essentially the same as those reported in the 1955 survey.
Six libraries, three within the last three years, noted speical units
created to process materials according to language. This development reflects
in part the growing need for research libraries to collect materials in lan-
guages other than the Western European languages. This trend could erect new
barriers to effective coordination and cooperation. Specially qualified
personnel will have to be employed and, sometimes, allowed to operate inde-
pendently; feedback channels to administrators will be more susceptible to
clogging unless a constant vigil is maintained.
Automation has already made an impact on library organization. Forty-two
libraries reported projects either in the planning stage or already operational.
Six libraries noted an organized data processing unit. All but one of the
libraries that have established data processing units have separated them admin-
istratively from both technical services and public services operating units.
The one exception organized its unit within technical services.
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General Trends
Several libraries have completed a general reorganization of their technical
services units within the last ten years, but the nature of these reorganizations
does not seem to fit into any definite pattern. Some libraries changed from the
acquisitions-cataloging pattern to the technical services division pattern, but
most adopted a hybrid of the two plans. Serials functions have received a great
deal of attention, but most libraries have not centralized the work within one
unit. Most of the reorganization reported has been limited to the upper admin-
istrative levels with changes being confined to the addition of administrators.
As libraries become larger, and as a consequence administratively more complex,
it is probable that additional administrators, regardless of a library's organi-
zation, will become essential.
Electronic data processing techniques have begun to influence organizational
patterns. Six libraries reported that special units have been organized. But
even more important in the Committee's view than the presence of these units in
themselves, is the role that data processing may play in molding library organ-
ization in the future.
COOPERATION AND COORDINATION AMONG TECHNICAL SERVICES OPERATING UNITS
The Committee requested libraries to describe new procedures and forms
that have been introduced in an effort to improve cooperation and coordination
among technical services operating units.
Forms and Files
Twenty libraries reported that processing slips, intended to minimize or
eliminate duplication of effort between acquisitions and cataloging, have been
designed. Two types of forms could be identified from the responses. The
first is an order request card which provides space for preorder searchers or
public service personnel to record the results of their work, so that informa-
tion collected in the preorder routine need not be gathered again by cataloging
personnel. Three examples are shown in Figure 1.
Another form frequently cited was a multiple purpose processing form
which the 1955 surveyors referred to as the "one form to process a title."
Since 1955 additional libraries have adopted similar forms. These forms are
frequently multi-purpose; sometimes they are designed to double as routing-
decision forms as well as process forms. Their primary purpose, however,
remains a medium for transmitting bibliographic information from one unit
to another so that a cataloger can complete his work and deliver it to a
typist without having to prepare a perfect copy for card reproduction. Two
examples of these forms are shown in Figure 2.
Multiple order forms revised with the objective of simplifying catalog-
ing procedures were reported by eighteen libraries. These forms include
ships to be used after a book reaches cataloging; for example, temporary slips
for the shelf list and/or the main catalog, and a form for ordering LC catalog
cards. An examination of several samples submitted revealed that most forms
call no.
A)
searcher
TITLE & edition:
l RUSH E HASTEN PRIORITY destination LC card no.
01
El203
n1i""' .1"'""
AUTHOR (surname first)
SERIES & vol. no.
order date no. of vols. no. of copies unit price = total cost fund
place (city) & publisher year published
bibliographer's instructions, by:
0 periodical, subscribe
0 periodical, get sample
O make continuation
0 get back vols.
El place standing order
o do not order if AE
0 inspect condition of library copy
QOP-- search
O file in desiderata
0 other:
verified in:
E LCC/NUC
El CBI
El ABPR
E PW
E PTLA/BIP
0 BNB
0 BM
El RC
a Bs
a EC
E BdF
E BN
E Biblio
E Lorenz
El publisher cat.
E other:
100M-9-65
by:
E DBW
l DB
E] HJV
E LK
E Kayser
E Fich Hisp
a LV
l BNI
a CC
a Lib Esp
E Nov Kni
E ULS
0 NST
0 serial files
E dealer cat.
vendor cat. no, item no.
reviewed/listed in:
additional remarks:
REPORT TO ORDERER
Q this ed. in library El another ed. in library
E on order for: El series on standing order
El unavailable, cancelled (return this card if we should
try to obtain)
El cannot identify; please supply further details or source
of information.
complete address if you wish to be notified when book
is available
Requested by:
Bldg/room no.: __Dept t.
BOOK REQUEST U. MINN. LIBRARIES AC-2a
Figure 1
Book purchase request forms designed to record data collected during the
preorder search. Usually such forms accompany an item through all steps
from receipt to cataloging. Forms B and C are fanfolds with disposable
carbons.
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ORDER No.
GEN. CAT. REC'D FILE
I OUT ORDERS CONT.
' LC/NUC
PTLA
BNB
I ON
! BIBLIO
CHECKER:
AGENT:
KANSAS UNIV. LIBRARIES
PURCHASE RECOMMENDATION
AUTHOR:
TITLE: (PLEASE TYPE)
RUSH PLACEMENT
OF THIS ORDER? 0
CLASSIFICATION No.
O o 0 0'
AC AV AE REP
LISTED IN:
SERIES:
PLACE: PUBLISHER:
NO. OF NO. OF
EDITION: YEAR: COPIES VOLUMES PRICE
SEND TO;
SIGNATURE NOTIFY:
DEPARTMENT
I SEND WHITE AND PINK COPIES TO ACQUISITIONS DEPARTMENT. RETAIN YELLOW COPY FOR YOUR FILES.
C)
Book Purchase Request University of Missouri Library
Al AUTHOR (SURNAME FIRST) V
TI TITLE V
SERIES V
'i REQUESTED BY: TO BE PLACED IN
RJ RECOMMENDED BY:
LIBRARY
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
D DISPOSITION OF REQUEST
EDITION VOLS. COPIES LIST PRICE
PUBLISHER
PLACE OP
PUBLICATIO14
PUB. DATE
F FORM 16
DO NOT WRITE IN SPACE BELOW
PROC. GROUP
ITEM
NO.
L C CARD
DATE ORDERED
OF
ESTIMATED COST
ACCOUNT
( )NT ( )ADV
( )NED ( )ADC
)NTB
FOR
ORDER NUMBER
.APPR. FOR PUR.
SEARCHED:
DATE RECEIVED
COST
ACC. NO.
CALL NUMBER AND
LOCATION OF COPIES
) PUBLIC AT.
( ) SHELF LIST
) SERIALS CAT.
)PTLA
)CBI
) LC CUM
)CU
) PW
)ULS
( )NST
( )BUCP
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ACC`T NO. ORDER NO. APPRVDo. IL C CARD NO. DESTINATION
I. AUTHOR
2. TITLE
NEW
RPL
COP
FOR
ADD
CON
SEP
SER
2. A EDITION UNCAT
3. PLACE. PUB. DATE
4. PAGING
5. SERIES
CBI
PTLA
BIP
9PR
FB
PW
BNB
PS
D 108.1
NEW
MADE
NOT MADE
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
LC42
42-47
48-52
53-57
58-62
63
65
UL5S
NST
Figure 2
Multiple purpose processing forms.
A)
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BROOKLYN PUBLIC LIBRARY - PROCESSING SLIP
Cataloger Date
Sample card Biog SL
Author
Labels , Regular Name Vert. YT
Master
Type
Sets: Div (-1)
REGULAR PAY COLLECTION
2 author 1 title
No. of sets
Author cards
Library has note
Total book cords
Typist Date
Assembler Date
AGENCIES
No. of copies
Add + if Ref
CD 2 Form 24 NDJ VL Soft
Cover
AUTHOR CARDS
A-E SL Ad-SL BBR (3) BRm Cage SL Day. Rm.
Farm Plan FPC IBL SL J-E SL
LCUC LW (72) Micro NST
Ser Rcd Stud Rm Tr SL
ULS YTSL
Name Refs Each
In Progress. Library has:
Add or remove R over call number
UC M DIV SET(S)
UC M DIV BBR(23)
ED Stamp
Add note to USL:
Earlier editions classed in
Form44 1 2 3 4 5
Add accession nos:
To: SL, book card and pocket
Add Tr. Rm Cage _ Symbol to:
UC set _____ Div set __MSL
Cage SL ________Tr SL
RECATALOGED TITLE
Add old call no. to verso of new author card
NAME: NUC _ UC _ USUBJ OTHER
DATES:
AUTHY CD
TITLE:
REFS UC ONLY
TITLE ENTRY _ OPEN ENTRY _
CALL NO IN UC TRANS IN U
NO OF ED IN UC ____ PUB.
DATE OF ED IN UC DIF. PG.
CHANGED TI IN UC
ADDED ENTRIES (Names)
I 1 IP NIIP lrTHUFR
MONOGRAPH SERIES
AUTHY CD
MAKE BB (23)
SUBJS 1
1
>2
4 -
co 3
4
2
KEPT MAKE DIV CD
SER A.E. SERIAL
4 Class. BNB
Dewey from LC
LC class
NOTES:
3 5
SUBJECTS: LC NUC UC BNB
DATE
SEARCHER
CD 10 8/65 35M
('/jcnchFront
Figure 2
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allowed for essentially the same type of data. The number of slips in each
pack varied from five to as many as ten copies. The individual slips are used
for a variety of purposes, including the following: (1) dealer's slip,
(2) alphabetical order file copy, (3) numerical order file slip, (4) fund
slip, (5) Library of Congress card order slip, (6) temporary record for the
public catalog, (7) temporary shelf list record, (8) requestor notification
slip, and (9) dealer's report slip. Some libraries include two copies of
some slips, presumable so that records can be maintained in two locations.
Although much has been said and written about consolidation of files in
the last ten years, there does not seem to be any appreciable trend toward
reduction in files. In fact, it would seem that for one reason or another
some libraries have found it necessary to proliferate the number of files
they maintain.
Forms intended to improve serials claims work, record changes of title,
and changes of entry were also reported by several libraries. These forms
could be particularly important in view of the number of libraries that have
divided the responsibility for serials work between two or more units.
A few libraries reported that they had consolidated some of their files,
but the Committee was surprised that there were not more such reports.
Eleven libraries stated that serials records had been consolidated and that
as a result procedures had been streamlined. One library reported that its
bookkeeping records had been centralized. Five noted that their gifts and
exchange records had been integrated, and one library reported that its LC
outstanding order card file had been filed into the outstanding order file.
Seven libraries reported that they use a serials decision-processing
form. An example is shown in Figure 3. Some libraries did not cite the use
of this form, but nevertheless submitted samples. Serial decision forms
serve roughly the same functions as the multi-process form already described.
Procedures
Fifteen libraries pointed to special procedures that had been developed
to effect a more efficient transmission of bibliographic data from acquisi-
tions to cataloging. As mentioned previously, this might involve data either
recorded on an order request card or on a processing slip. The purpose of
these procedures seems to be to eliminate repetition of work already performed
"just to check its accuracy." Procedures were reported also for utilizing
LC proofslips, either forwarding them from acquisitions to cataloging, or
ordering Library of Congress cards in advance of the books. Two libraries
also volunteered that they are now using LC proofs to select materials as
well as in processing.
Several libraries reported improved binding preparation forms and pro-
cedures. The new binding forms are similar to the processing forms previously
cited in that one form has been designed to collect and transmit data through-
out the process. Two libraries have developed procedures utilizing xerography
in the binding process. These procedures require only that the original spec-
ification card be reproduced each time a volume is bound, the purpose being to
eliminate typing of processing slips. (See Figure 4.)
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RUSH
Search
ly
Cataloger Serials Documents Spec. Coll.
Catalog for:
Main
Phys . Sci.
e1 ru is
Bioi. Sci.
Pemirrroke
Ote er
AC
AE
Adds to
Completes
:e places
call no.
Gift: Card made
Make Donor slip
LC card no.
Variant LC card
LC Cat. vol.
Main Entry (full
Archives
Farmington
Humanities Reference
Lincoln
Rare Books
Reference
Social Studies Ref.
Starred Books
U.S. Documents
Association copy
Autograph
Manuscript material
Binding
Cards for Spec. Coll.
Exchange: Card made
Ordered
Standing order
name and dates)
Union Catalog
Main Catalog
LC Catalog (cite vol.)
Brit. Museum
Bibl. Nationale
No conflict
Other sources
Compare
Series
Not made Not analyzed
Classed sep. Author analytics only
Classed as set Full analytics
List contents Analyze with temps
Not es:
Brown University Library
Binding:
Do not bind
Bind out
BUB
Bundle
Portfolio
Jacket
Cardboard
Red rope
Envelope
This side is for the cataloger.
oil
Repair: JHL
JCB
This side is for the searcher.
Figure 3
A Serials Decision-Processing Form.
Searched by_
I -
I ~c`---~-3e
Not in library Call no.
Have in: Out Orders
Main Annmary Brown
Phys. Sci. Archives
Harris Humanities Reference
Biol. Sci. John Carter Brown
Pembroke Metcalf
Lincoln Rare Books
Other: Reference
Rider
Social Studies Ref.
Starred Books
ýýtandLng Order. Have:
Series on order: Received
Not received
Other editions in library:
Cons ider:
Archives Replace
Lincoln Keep for extras
Harris Discard this copy
Replacw.eiant Decision by .,.....
Autograph Mss. Material
Asscciation ccpy Binding
Gift - Acknowledged
Notes
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I Location: EI a _ Bus Econ
u Bus Ecort
Loca i.ion: & .
Bus Eon
Location: EonBUs Econ
}1c Challenge; the magazine of
101
N533
Binding title:
Challenge
This vol.: Sample format:
v.13
1964/65
Preparation for binding:
Bind all 1 Tp
Covers ------. . ._ .. -.... C .
Ads - - ... .. .. I
Other instructions:
CU Lib Acq. 66-12
Color . ..-..........
Card lF jul66 im
Date:
LI
Figure 4
A binding specification card and xerographically produced copies used
in the serials binding procedure.
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COOPERATION AND COORDINATION BETWEEN TECHNICAL SERVICES AND PUBLIC
SERVICE OPERATING UNITS
The survey reinforced the view that most libraries have given careful
thought to the importance of inter-divisional programs. Fifteen libraries
cited efforts to share personnel between technical services and public
service operating units. These programs have not been confined to subpro-
fessional personnel. Among the activities listed were staffing of public
service desks by technical services personnel (information desk or a catalog
information desk), and sharing personnel, on either a formal or informal
basis, who possess special language skills or subject backgrounds. It should
be added that acquisitions and cataloging also share personnel with special
skills. In general, libraries have taken vigorous steps to improve utilization
of scarce skills.
Orientation programs for new employees were reported by two libraries.
Although such programs were not specifically mentioned by other libraries,
there is considerable evidence in the literature to support the view that
additional libraries have developed orientation programs.
Interdivisional meetings were reported by ten libraries. Two respondents
indicated that staff members have been assigned in a liaison capacity between
public service and technical services divisions. Several libraries reported
that meetings are held regularly between the staff members of the two divi-
sions. Others stated that meetings are held to deal with special problems.
Cooperative book selection procedures were noted by seven libraries.
Other libraries actually cooperate in a similar manner even though they did
not report this activity. The routing-decision forms previously described
are outgrowths of this cooperation.
Forms and Procedures
A variety of routines and forms designed to improve inter-divisional
coordination and cooperation have been developed. These range from rush
binding procedures to catalog information feedback procedures.
Thirteen libraries reported new binding forms and/or procedures. (See
Figure 5 for a typical example.) One library also called attention to a
special rush binding procedure. Seventeen libraries cited "rush" process
procedures. Most libraries probably have developed priority procedures in
some form but did not report so because of their long-standing practice.
Among the techniques used to signal priorities are colored routing slips or
colored flags and special delivery procedures; one library reported a roller
skate conveyer system for processing branch library materials.
A number of libraries have also established priorities for processing
of non-rush materials. Although most respondents did not elaborate, the
STYLE
Rebind
Recase
Temp. Bind.
News. Bind.
Thesis
Music
MISCELLANEOUS
Closed box
Open end box
Slip case
Portfolio
Tagboard case
Pocket
Mount
Stubs for
COVERS
Bind both
Bind none
Leave last
Paste on front
ORDER NUMBER
N? 11083
SPECIFICATIONS
Hand sew
Letter lengthwise
Slash folds
No lettering
Bind as is
Change lettering
Strip plates
Bind rcijTidge
Flush at bottom
Bind top edge
Correction
Refolds
Do not trim
ADV. OUT
RUSH
MATERIAL:
Vellum
Tagboard
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
LIB-100
Buckram Colors:
Red 12
Blue 52
Orange 21
Light tan 81
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Black 99
Vellum Colors:
Red 18
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Tan 71
Grey 92
Black 99
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Figure 5
Multi-part form designed for bindery preparation. The catalog depart-
ment uses parts of these forms as dummies for the shelf list and offi-
cial catalog.
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following categories were cited: English language materials, reference
materials, special faculty requests, special requests when rush was not spe-
cified, departmental library requests, and a six-month time limit for any
title requested by faculty members.
Multi-part order forms have already been discussed, but attention should
be drawn to the fact that some libraries have included report slips to notify
requestors when books are ready for use as part of their order packs. More-
over, thirteen libraries reported that they file temporarily one copy of the
order multiforms in the public catalog. This is done for two reasons: (1)
convenience to users and public service librarians, and (2) facilitating pre-
order searching in the public catalog.
Requestors, who frequently are public service librarians, are also re-
ceiving consideration in the design of order request cards. The forms often
include detachable second copies, so that it is easier to maintain a file in
the public service unit. (See Figure 1 for an example.)
A problem frequently cited as a source of irritation among staff members
is filing errors discovered in the public catalog. Four libraries noted that
they had devised special feedback procedures which include newly designed
forms. The purpose of these forms is not only to expedite the correction of
errors, but also to minimize personal recriminations which can erupt follow-
ing the disclosure of errors. One library reported that its public service
units maintain a notebook of errors and suggestions, and that this information
is periodically made available to cataloging department personnel. The Committee
suspects that, as was found in the 1955 survey, most libraries still rely on oral
communications to single out problems. Additional libraries probably did not
report correction feedback forms because they have been in use for more than ten
years.
A number of other procedures and forms were cited as attempts to improve
inter-divisional relations. Six libraries noted that financial reports were
periodically distributed to departments. Three described improved procedures
for claiming materials; and two noted that special procedures had been deve-
loped for claiming rush orders. One library related that it would claim
materials sooner if the original order was submitted "Rush." Another indicated
that it notified requestors whenever a title was claimed. A third library re-
ported a form which permits public service personnel to initiate claims. The
claim form was designed so that it could be processed without additional typing
by technical service personnel. (See Figure 6.)
Two libraries have devised forms and procedures so that public service
personnel are able to request a book still in process on short notice. (See
Figure 7.) One library stated that new materials were shelved in a special
display area for the convenience of public service librarians. Finally, one
respondent reported the use of pneumatic tubes used to connect its central
circulation desk with serials. This rapid transport medium is used to carry
inquiries concerning serial titles and holdings between circulation and
serials.
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
Serials Claim
TITLE: Date
Library
VOL. NO./DATE: Please do not fill
Dealer:in address belowDealer:-
We have not yet received the material indicated above, and would appreciate your
X£ supplying it at your earliest convenience. If it cannot be supplied at this time, please
let us know when it will be available.
CADI,,D ,ccEC UA/E ac,-. ac-ci,,c- Please use the address below.
0 On standing order #
2 As a gift [
Figure 6
Serials claim form.
TO CATALOG DIVISION: BEQUEST FOR BOOK IN PROCESS
____ date rec'd., for _______(shelving
.______.__ order no.(or acq.source) location)
added copy? notify?
entry as on acc.slip:
title:
publisher: date: edition:
checked above entry in Catalog today (Yes or No)
to It title " t  " " " '•
Requested by: In one week?
Sooner?. I E Vr?__
FROM: date:
Figure 7
Form used to request a book from technical services on short notice.
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One library mentioned its staff newsletter as a primary means of com-
municating interdepartmental programs and problems. It is probable that the
use of such a medium for fostering good relations between Dublic and technical
services staffs is widespread among large libraries, and therefore, believed
too commonplace a device to have warranted reporting by more respondents.
Prolonged processing delays and the dissatisfaction thereby produced have
prompted one technical services unit to issue "work-flow status" reports to
the public service units. While not necessarily eliminating delays, the re-
ports are apparently intended to explain their necessity. This is a novel
experiment which might prove useful in other libraries. Often public service
librarians under oressure from the public are willing to accept temporary
bottlenecks provided they are identified, and materials so delayed are made
available upon request, either in a cataloged or uncataloged state. For the
technical services staff, a periodic status report may serve to pinpoint areas
in which speedier processing is required.
Personnel Utilization
In order to learn in what areas libraries have been working to improve
personnel utilization, the questionnaire queried libraries on programs. The
frequency of response indicated that utilization is an active issue and that
many libraries have taken measures to broaden their programs. The activities
most commonly cited included filing, revision of filing, catalog card pre-
paration, catalog maintenance, cataloging and related activities, biblio-
graphic searching, binding, and order work.
The most frequently cited activities were related to cataloging, par-
ticularly cataloging with LC copy. Thirty-five libraries reported that
cataloging with LC copy is presently performed by nonprofessional
personnel. Other activities noted are summarized below.
Number of Libraries
Activity S Reporting
Catalog Card Production (More extensive 6
assignments of nonprofessional personnel
to perform these functions; three libraries
reported a central typing pool to meet needs
of technical services units)
Catalog Maintenance (more extensive utilization 2
of sub-professional personnel)
Shelf-listing 4
Cataloging Books without Copy 4
Precatalog Searching 4
LC Copy Searching only 2
Preparation of Analytics
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Descriptive Cataloging, English Language only 3
Descriptive Cataloging, Foreign Languages 3
Processing of Added Copies 2
Processing of Added Editions 1
Processing of Added Volumes 1
Cataloging of Fiction 2
Processing of Microcards 1
Recataloging 1
Duplicates 1
Filing and revision of filing in public catalogs also received consi-
derable mention. Twenty-two libraries noted that either nonprofessional
personnel now file in the public catalog or that the use of nonprofessional
staff in filing has been expanded. From this group of libraries the fol-
lowing information concerning filing revision was gathered:
Number of Libraries
Classification of Revisor . ...Reporting
Professional 4
Nonprofessional 12
Shared Revision (professional and nonprofessional) 1
No Comment 4
No Revision performed 1
The library that announced the discontinuance of revision offered the
following observations concerning the effects of its decision: "The follow-
ing is assigned to clerical personnel: no revision -- errors are quickly
pointed out by the public and the staff. Surprisingly, we have discovered
that there are no more errors than when the work was revised."
The use of nonprofessional personnel to perform bibliographic searching
was reported by twenty-three libraries. One library cited that proofsheets
were arranged by title in order to facilitate retrieval of copy found by non-
professional personnel in the acquisitions department. Four libraries re-
ported that sub-professionals assigned to acquisitions were also utilized to
perform a certain measure of precataloging searching. The scope of these
operations and the extent to which they are performed was not spelled out.
A number of libraries also reported that graduate students are used to verify
entries in difficult languages. Of the twenty-three libraries reporting, two
stated that only part of the searching had been turned over to sub-professionals.
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Other activities also received attention. Seven libraries reported that
they have increased the use of nonprofessional personnel in their binding
preparation processes. One library, however, noted that for the first time
a professional had been assigned to guide bindery work. Another respondent
said that it was now making more extensive use of nonprofessional personnel
in order work specifically to process new receipts and invoices.
Some libraries addressed themselves to the need for a new library per-
sonnel classification level. The following sentiment was typical:
There is a general increase in the number of staff members whose
level of work falls between that of clerical and that of staff with
the fifth-year library science degree. The purpose is to relieve
professional staff of detail too complex for the average clerical
employee. This group of employees are sometimes called 'Library
Technicans' and are generally required to hold a four-year bacca-
laureate degree.
Training and Orientation Programs
Improved training and orientation programs were viewed by many res-
pondents as an effective means of increasing competence of personnel at all
levels. Sixteen libraries reported personnel training or orientation pro-
grams or both. Two indicated that they have developed broad programs in
order to prepare personnel for shifting in order to meet seasonal work loads.
Among the other activities reported were general trainee programs in seven
libraries. Only one library stated that its program had been put in writing.
Two respondents noted training programs for new acquistions and cataloging
personnel. One library described a program aimed at improving the language
facility of selected staff members by providing them with in-service lan-
guage training.
MECHANIZATION AND AUTOMATION OF LIBRARY OPERATIONS
A major concern of librarians in the last ten years has been the ex-
tended application of mechanization and automation to library routines. The
Committee was keenly interested in learning how libraries have utilized the
new technologies. As might be expected, the responses revealed a great deal
of interest. Forty-two noted at least one venture into the realm of the ma-
chine, or planning for such a project. This section of the report has been
divided into two sections: the first deals with mechanization, the second
with automated procedures. Mechanization in this discussion refers to equip-
ment other than electronic data-processing equipment or unit record equipment.
Mechanization
Reproduction of catalog cards was cited by most libraries as an activity
which lends itself to mechanization. In all, forty-two libraries reported the
present use of equipment; six more indicated plans to do so. The data on equip-
ment utilization were tabulated as follows:
Type of Equipment
Xerox 914
Xerox Copy-flo
Xerox-Multilith
Multilith
Ektafax
Flexowr iter
Dura/typewriter
Itek platemaster
Operational
Systems
15
2
6
9
2
6
0
2
Techniques for reproducing cataloging copy directly from the National
Union Catalog were mentioned by six libraries. Three reported operational
systems for producing working copy with the Xerox 914. Two libraries replied
that they were presently experimenting with the Xerox Copyflo for this pur-
pose, another noted that it has developed a cataloging camera and is presently
conducting experiments with it.
Order multiforms have traditionally been prepared by typing, but four
libraries have now developed alternative methods. One indicated that it is
now using a Bibliofax machine. Two cited the use of Xerox 914 's to produce
sets of multiforms, and one respondent
writer system that produces both order
Other mechanized procedures are listed
Activity
Preparation of Binding Forms
indicated that
multiforms and
below.
Equipment Used
Xerox 914
Addressograph
it was using a flexo-
encumbrance cards.
Number of
Operational Systems
2
1
Preparation of Claim Slips
Production of Selection Lists
or Subject Bibliographies
Reproduction of Subject
Heading Lists
Preparation of Spine Labels
Reproduction of Invoices
Card sorting
Thermofax
Xerox 914
Copyflo
Listamatic camera
Selin
Xerox 914
Mechanical card sorter
Automation
Interest in automation is at a high level; however, one should keep in
mind that many of the projects reported are still in either a planning or a
developmental stage. Committees to investigate the practicality of adopting
automated procedures have been organized in several libraries.
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Planned
Systems
2
2
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
7
3
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But all is still not "milk and honey," as more than one library injected
a note of caution. One stated that its most serious difficulties were a lack
of cost data and an outline of its present methods. Consequently, until con-
siderably more data are collected, analyzed, and evaluated, this library believes
that no rational decision concerning automation is practical. Another library
reported, "A proposal for mechanization of technical services based on a systems
survey last year was recently rejected." Six libraries, on the other hand, have
plans to automate the entirety of their acquisitions and cataloging departments, but
none defined what they include as pertinent, nor did any cite the presence of
operational sub-systems. In all, forty-two of the sixty-three respondents ex-
pressed an interest in automation projects.
A trend with unfavorable implications is the apparent lack of systems
planning for some automation activities. This was particularly evident in
the areas or ordering, bookkeeping and serials. Too often, closely related
activities were not included in the same project." For example, eighteen
libraries reported automation projects in order work, seven of which are now
operational, eleven in the planning stage. With regard to bookkeeping, fifteen
cited projects. Eleven systems are presently operational, four are still in
the planning stage. What is alarming to the Committee is that five libraries
reported an ordering system but did not cite bookkeeping, and three that re-
ported bookkeeping systems did not include ordering.
Apparently some libraries have neglected a systems approach and thus may
not be effectively coordinating routines which are functionally related.
A great deal of attention has been focused on the automation of serial
activities. Twenty-seven libraries reported projects as follows:
No. of No. of Projects
Project Scope Operational Systems in Planning Stage
Entire Serials System 0 12
Serials Holding Records only 4 8
Serials Titles and Locations only 6 2
Serials Subscriptions only 7 2
Check-in Systems only 1 0
Binding Control only 0 1
As with order work, the Committee attempted to determine whether the
serials projects are being conducted on a systematic basis or a piecemeal
approach. From the above information, except for twelve projects, it would
seem that a number of libraries have adopted the piecemeal method. This does
not mean to imply that one step at a time is not the most desirable course,
but it could have dire results if the over-allpicture is not kept firmly in
mind.
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Some libraries have already begun to produce catalogs and catalog cards
with automatic equipment. Three libraries cited plans to produce book catalogs
but did not indicate whether the catalogs were to include holdings for the
general collection or were to be limited to specialized areas. In addition,
three libraries noted that they were already producing specialized catalogs,
and one other indicated that it was planning to produce such catalogs in the
near future.
Other activities utilizing electronic data processing equipment are sum-
marized below.
No. of No. of Projects
Activity Operational Systems in Planning Stage
Shelf List Record 3 0
Production of Authority Lists 1 0
Circulation Systems 2 6
Bibliographic Control 1 0
of Cataloging
Production of Book Cards 2 0
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The survey produced a mine of interesting information, but very little
could be categorized as hard, objective data because of the lack of standard
professional terminology. Much has been written and stated on the merits of
written policy statements. The 1955 Committee found that in spite of the
assumed advantages only a few libraries had actually developed such state-
ments. The same can be said ten years later. Written policy statements
governing the over-all technical services operations are still rarities. Most
policies are prepared by staff committees and, if recorded, can be found in
departmental procedure manuals or staff manuals. The problem, though, that
remains to be resolved is whether a written statement is a more effective
tool for improving inter-unit communications and coordination than are other
alternative methods.
Administrative reorganization of technical services operating units has
occupied the time and attention of numerous administrators in recent years,
but most reorganizations have been initiated since 1960. From the information
supplied, it would appear that some librarians are still unsure of the dif-
ferences between the technical services organizational plan and the acquisi-
tions-cataloging organization. Many libraries have appointed a head of technical
services but have not altered the organization itself; in other words, an addi-
tional level has been added to the administrative hierarchy. The 1955 surveyors
concluded that regardless of the organizational pattern chosen by a library, it
was more likely that the success of an organization depended more on the quality
of the people involved than on the organizational plan. The same is still true
today. This survey did not produce any evidence that demonstrates the superi-
ority of any one organizational plan. Furthermore, there did not seem to be
any significant preference among those libraries that have reorganized during
the last few years. The Committee believes the profession is still groping
for the organizational structure that will not only solve today's urgencies
but will provide the flexibility needed to accommodate changes produced by
tomorrow's technologies.
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The work functions associated with technical services have also undergone
extensive reorganization in many libraries. The activities which receive most
attention are precataloging, preorder searching, serials work, and photo-
reproducation activities. Precataloging seems to be gaining favor. There is
evidence to show that some institutions are now beginning to create formal units
to perform this type of work; likewise, units are being formed to take care of
preorder work. There is some tendency to create specially trained staffs as
part of an acquisitions or order department. More libraries are centralizing
monograph and serials searching within one unit. Two libraries reported that
they are presently in the process of centralizing all bibliographic work which
would include preorder searching as well as precataloging.
Photoreproduction units have sprung up like weeds in the last ten years.
These units flourish under a variety of names; most of them are administered
outside of. the normal technical services and public services chains of command.
The units usually operate under the guidance of one of the general adminis-
trators such as an assistant or associate director. The need for close cooper-
ation between these units and technical services is fundamental since reproduction
techniques have been adapted to a variety of technical services procedures.
Decentralization is still the keynote in serials work. A number of libraries
reported the existence of a central serials unit, but upon examination it became
apparent that in most cases libraries have continued to assign some functions to
nonserial units, i.e., cataloging of serials to cataloging departments. It would
appear that in the case of serials, library administrators still prefer to organ-
ize by function rather than form of material. It should be noted, however, that
slightly more than 15 percent of the respondents have established a central serials
department into which all activities have been grouped.
Several libraries reported that they have established units to process
materials according to language. While departments based on language have been
in existence for some time, as is illustrated by the Slavic and Orientalia
Divisons of the New York Public Library, this trend seems to be gaining favor
in additional libraries. These units require personnel possessing special
language <kills and occasionally subject backgrounds. Because language barriers
may occur, the administration of these units is likely to create new coordination
headaches for technical services administrators.
Librarians have spent a great deal of time and effort attempting to improve
working relationships among technical services units or, stated in other terms,
attempting to tear down the barriers between acquisitions and cataloging depart-
ments. The same can also be said for efforts to improve relations between tech-
nical services and public service units. These efforts were manifested in a
variety of ways. Forms, such as routing-decision forms, processing forms,
catalog information feed-back forms, improved claim forms, and new order request
cards have been developed to speed up work flows while minimizing wasteful dupli-
cation between units. Some libraries have established committees composed of
representatives from both public service and technical services to discuss
problems of mutual concern. Personnel programs have been inaugurated in order
to share scarce talents such as language skills and subject backgrounds.
Although the Committee was impressed by the ingenuity and scope of the programs,
it was not possible to measure how effective the programs have proven in operation.
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The survey demonstrated that there is wide recognition that in order to improve
over-all operational efficiency, it is imperative to strengthen inter-unit work-
ing relations.
Programs to orient and train new workers were reported by several libra-
ries. These activities are usually part of an over-allplan to improve utili-
zation of library personnel. These efforts extend into the realm of both
professional and clerical work. A variety of personnel utilization programs
were cited, including cataloging with LC copy, bibliographic searching, and
filing and revising.
Mechanization and automation have already produced dramatic changes in
library administration and organization. However, it is still too soon to
assess what effect this new technology has had on coordination and communi-
cation. It is certainly true that these developments have stimulated libraries
to re-examine their procedures, policies, and forms. Moreover, automation has
stirred greater interest in the analytic approach to problem solving. This in
itself could signal the dawn of significant change. The response to the survey,
however, indicated that many of the projects now under way are still in either
the planning stage or the developmental stage. Few libraries reported systems
that have been completely debugged.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The Committee has been partially stymied from the beginning because
there are so few generally accepted standard terms. Although it produced a
great deal of useful information, the survey did not reach to the heart of the
problem, namely, which of the policies and procedures cited by libraries are
most effective? The preponderence of one particular policy or procedure is
by no means assurance that this approach is to be the preferred one. Because
of the limitations imposed by the absence of a comparable vocabulary, the
Committee recommends that before a similar survey is undertaken, efforts be
made to develop a nomenclature that will permit valid comparisons. The
Committee fully recognizes that such a plea has almost reached the dimensions
of a platitude; nevertheless, as long as the present situation persists, nat-
ional surveys dependent on a common terminology will continue to fall short
of their objectives.
Many sample forms were submitted to the Committee for examination. Often
striking similarities were found in forms used for the same purpose but devel-
oped by different institutions. Occasionally all that differed were the insti-
tutional addresses, colors, and the number of copies. As a result, the Committee
feels that much could be done to standardize forms basic to the profession; for
example, claim forms, multiple order forms, and order request forms. Standardi-
zation would allow individual libraries to reduce forms design costs and printing
costs. The use of standard forms might also act as a catalyst to stimulate
attempts to simplify paper work in dealings with the book trade. The potential
gains of forms standardization have appeared in the literature from time to time.
The Committee recommends that RTSD appoint a group to survey the needs of librar-
ies to determine the feasibility of developing standard forms. It should be
noted that the 1955 survey committee offered this same recommendation, but the
intervening years have witnessed little in the way of progress.
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The Committee has labored under the impression that libraries have been
striving to simplify their internal record keeping. However, the survey did
not support this assumption very strongly. In some respects it produced
evidence to the contrary. The number of slips in multiple order packs in
some libraries, for example, seems to be on the increase rather than the decrease.
There seems to be a paucity of data to assist administrators in formulating
judgments on the value of certain records, for example, distinguishing files
that are essential from those that are desirable but nonessential; determining
the cost of file maintenance per unit of input and output; and determining the
duration of the retention period for a record. The Committee recommends that
a survey be initiated with the object of gathering reliable data on the nature
of the files generally in use, the manner in which these files are employed,
and their annual upkeep costs. Futhermore, because of the introduction of
automated procedures to technical services work and the subsequent conversion
of card files to printouts, it is also recommended that these systems be in-
cluded in any study undertaken.
And lastly, the survey revealed a definite need to create more effective
channels for exchanging data on experimental projects. The information col-
lected in this survey suggests considerable overlap in efforts. One striking
example is the number of research and developmental projects utilizing elec-
tronic data processing equipment. The Committee recommends that the newly
created Information and Science Automation Divison of the American Library
Association be charged with the responsibility for establishing a clearing-
house to exchange data on projects currently in progress. It is further re-
commended that this Division develop a variety of educational programs aimed
at improving planning methods for projects involving electronic data process-
ing equipment. One benefit of such a program would be to encourage libraries
to undertake only work that is compatible with the work of related institutions.
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APPENDIX A
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
RESOURCES & TECHNICAL SERVICES DIVISION
Technical Services Coordinating Routines Survey Committee
In 1955 the Division of Cataloging and Classification, now the Catalog-
ing and Classification Section of RTSD, distributed a questionnaire to nearly
100 research libraries in order to gather information about the policies
governing technical service operations and the ways in which these policies
were implemented into practice.
The Committee's goal had been to reveal significant trends, and in this
respect it achieved some measure of success. The survey clearly emphasized the
importance librarians were placing on establishing effective means for coordina-
tion and cooperation among technical services operating units. The respondents
also reported a variety of measures that were taken to achieve these ends.
Ten years have passed since the original survey. The Executive Board of
RTSD believes that now is an appropriate time to conduct a similar survey. Be-
cause the pressures on technical service units have continued to mount, effec-
tive coordination and cooperation of operations are probably more crucial now
than they were ten years ago. Moreoever, it should be generally beneficial to
explore the impact of recent technological advances, including data processing
and photographic techniques, on technical service operations.
The present Committee is fully aware of the problems attending an effort
to trace and document the developments of the past ten years. For this reason
it is important to emphasize that while this survey in some respects up-dates
the 1955 survey, that is not the primary objective. The Committee believes
that it will be more useful to survey current developments, new and novel
methods, forms, and equipment (both successes and failures), and finally to
identify emerging trends.
In order to achieve some measure of standardization, the terms listed
below have been defined:1
1. Technical Services -- Those units of activity which are responsible
for the acquiring, recording and organizing, reproducing, preparing for use and
preserving of materials.
2. Public Services -- All other units of activity.
3. Operating Unit -- An organized body within the framework of the insti-
tution which carries out prescribed functions for the institution, i.e., division,
department, section, unit, etc.
1 Shachtman, Bella, ed. "Technical Services: Policy, Organization, and Coordina-
tion," Journal of Cataloging & Classification, ll:61, April 1955.
4. Precataloging-- A comprehensive term covering any activity prepara-
tory to actual cataloging: may include searching and recording of any pertinent
data concerning main or added entries, subjects, series, etc. May also include
preparation of descriptive cataloging copy.
The findings of the survey will be published later in Library Resources &
Technical Services. All sources of information will be kept confidential; there-
fore, the committee requests each respondent to answer all questions as accurately
and completely as possible.
Please include a sample for each form cited. This cannot be stressed too
strongly. If additional space is required for answers, feel free to attach
additional sheets to the questionnaire.
A self-addressed envelope has been enclosed for your convenience. Please
return the completed questionnaire before Dec. 15, '65 to:
Richard M. Dougherty
Chief, Acquisition Department
Wilson Library
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
RESOURCES & TECHNICAL SERVICES DIVISION
Technical Services Coordinating Routines Survey Committee
NAME OF PERSON REPORTING
OFFICIAL POSITION
LIBRARY
ADDRESS
1. Name the operating unit that performs each of the technical services
functions listed, and show to whom each unit reports, also indicate the
approximate date this became effective. (If a function is performed by
more than one unit, include all units involved, e.g., if book selection
is performed jointly by the faculty and the acquisition department, both
groups should be listed.)
Name of operating Reports to (title Date
Function unit(s) performing of immediate super- became
function visor) effective
Binding & Repair
Book Preparation
(bookplating,
labelling, etc.)
Book Selection
Bookkeeping
Catalog Card
Preparation
Catalog
Maintenance
ataloging:
1. Descriptive
2. Subj/class.
3. Precatalog-
ing
uplicates
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Name of operating Reports to Date
Function unit(s) performing (title of immedi- became
function ate supervisor) effective
Exchanges
Gifts
Ordering
Preorder Searching:
1." Monographs
2. Serials
Photoduplication
Serials:
1. Acquisitions 1.
2. Binding Spec. 2.
3. Cataloging 3.
4. Check-in 4.
5. Payment 5.
Other:
2. List the title of the persons to whom the following positions report,
and the approximate date this relationship became effective.
Reports to (title of Date became
Title of Position immediate supervisor) effective
Head, Acquisitions
Head, Cataloging
3. Is there a written policy statement governing the over-all technical
services functions? Yes (Please attach a copy) No..
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4. If there is no written policy statement, describe how over-all
policies are derived. (Examples: meetings of operating unit chiefs,
reports by special investigating committees, manuals, etc.)
5. Describe new procedures and forms that have been introduced in order
to increase cooperation and coordination among the technical service
operating units since 1955. (Examples: precataloging forms, routing
slips, etc.) PLEASE ATTACH SAMPLES OF NEW FORMS.
6. Describe new procedures, forms, or policies that have been initiated
to improve cooperation and coordination between technical service opera-
ting units and public service units since 1955. (Examples: rush cata-
loging, sharing of personnel, joint meetings, etc.) PLEASE ATTACH
SAMPLES OF NEW FORMS.
7. Describe any programs initiated since 1955 which are intended to
improve utilization of personnel, either professional or sub-professional.
(Examples: utilization of non-professional personnel for cataloging books
with LC copy, or use of non-professional personnel for filing and/or
revising in the public catalog.)
8. List procedures or systems that have been mechanized or automated since
1955. (Examples: book ordering procedure utilizing xerography, card repro-
duction with flexowriters, computer produced serial catalogs, etc.)
Distinguish between systems that are presently operational and systems
that are in the planning or experimental stages.
9. Other information that you feel is pertinent to the study but for
which space was not provided above.
APPENDIX B
List of Cooperating Libraries
Boston Public Library
Brooklyn Public Library
Brown University Library
Chicago Public Library
Cleveland Public Library
Columbia University Libraries
Cornell University Libraries
Detroit Public Library
Duke University Library
Florida State University Library
Georgetown University Library
Harvard University Library
Indiana University Libraries
John Crerar Library
Joint University Libraries
Los Angeles Public Library
Louisiana State University Library
McGill University Library
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Libraries
Milwaukee Public Library
National Agricultural Library
National Library of Medicine
Newark Public Library
The Newberry Library
Northwestern University Libraries
Ohio State University Libraries
Pennsylvania State University
Library
Princeton University Library
Rutgers University Library
Stanford University Libraries
St. Louis University Library
Syracuse University Library
Temple University Library
Texas A & M Library
University of California Library, Lo.
University of Chicago Libraries
University of Colorado Libraries
University of Florida Libraries
University of Illinois Library
University of Iowa Libraries
University of Kansas Library
University of Michigan Library
University of Minnesota Libraries
University of Missouri Library
University of Nebraska Libraries
University of North Carolina Library
University of Notre Dame Libraries
University of Oklahoma Library
University of Oregon Library
University of Pennsylvania Libraries
University of Pittsburgh Library
University of Rochester Libraries
University of Tennessee Libraries
University of Texas Libraries
University of Toronto Libraries
University of Utah Library
University of Virginia Libraries
University of Washington Library
University of Wisconsin Libraries
Washington State University Library
Washington University Libraries
Wayne State University Library
Yale University Libraries
s Angeles
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